Luxury Cars For Wedding
When it comes to planning a wedding there are a number of key aspects that should be
taken into consideration. At the end of the day it is a momentous occasion which
demands a certain amount of planning, but if you are organised, you too can banish that
pre-nuptial tension.
Not only do you have to find a florist as well as a venue, you should consider looking into
renting a wedding car. This will ensure the bride arrives in style for her big day. In
addition to this, having a luxury car will enable you to benefit from stunning pictures
which can be used as priceless mementos.

Let’s just hope you have not blown
your entire budget beforehand! We all
know major global brands such as Rolls
Royce and Mercedes, but there are
many couples who choose to opt for
more vintage cars. They never go out
of fashion and can create the ideal
look for your photos on your wedding
day. Hark back to the days of
yesteryear and travel in style to your bridal affair.
Self drive wedding car hire is becoming increasingly popular with those planning their
perfect wedding day. Not only is this due to the affordable cost of our rental vehicles,
but it also gives you an incredible amount of flexibility and a more intimate experience.
Once dominated only by German cars, models like the BMW 3 Series and Mercedes EClass are still volume leaders, although strong competition has arrived from the likes of
the Lexus IS and GS, as well as the Infiniti Q50. Other popular entry-level luxury models
include the C-Class and Audi A4 while the mid-size segment adds cars like the BMW 5
Series, Audi A6, Infiniti Q70, Cadillac CTS, and Acura TLX. Flagship models include the
Mercedes S-Class, Lexus LS, BMW 7 Series, Porsche Panamera and Audi A8. An emerging
segment of entry-level models now also includes the Audi A3 and Mercedes CLA.
Mercedes-Benz S Guard:
The Mercedes-Benz S-Guard or S600 Guard, is definitely at the pinnacle of luxury cars
launched in India not just this year, but ever. Launched at an insane price 8.9 crore (exshowroom, Delhi) is a highly excusive armoured bomb-proof car is touted to be the
'safest car on earth'. Designed based on the popular luxury sedan S600, the car continues
to offer the optimum level of luxury, except only now it is as safe as a tank from
outside. The highly impenetrable body shell of the S-Guard can protect its incumbent
from continuous automatic-weapons fire from the likes of an M60 machine gun. On the
other hand, the under body plating can withstand threats from IED (Improvised
bombing).Inside the car you get an inbuilt oxygen system that is designed to seals all
exterior vents and delivers clean air to the occupants in case of a gas attack.

Moreover its technical superiority is
well-measured by its Intelligent Drive
features that include, Night View Assist
Plus, LED Intelligent Light System and
360 degree camera. The car weighs a
total of 4.5 tons, but that is no way will
slow it down as the Mercedes-Benz SFerrari California T:
The Ferrari California T is clearly an
epitome of style and luxury when it
comes to cars. This two-door convertible
marked the Italian supercar brand
Ferrari's re-entry into the Indian car
market. Price at 3.4 Crore (ex-showroom, Delhi), the Ferrari California T is the second
most expensive car to be launched in India in 2015. While it is true that the most
expensive car in Ferrari's Indian line-up will be the F12-Berlinetta, but as of not only the
California T has official gone on sale. The California T packs a new twin-turbo 3.8-litre
V8 engine under the hood, which churns out a healthy 553bhp and a whooping 755Nm
torques, which means that the car can do a zero to 100 Km/h sprint is mere 3.6 seconds.
Lamborghini Huracan:
Another Italian supercar marque that decided to grace the Indian car market with its
exceptional product was Lamborghini with the new Huracan LP580-2. The new
Lamborghini Huracan LP580-2 is very special rear-wheel drive version of standard
Huracan and has been priced at Rs.2.99 crore (ex-showroom, Delhi). This rear-wheel
drive Huracan features modified bumpers which gives it its unique character and helps
us tell it apart from its four-wheel drive counterpart. The car is 33 kg lighter than the
standard Huracan and come mated to a detuned 5.2-litre V10 engine that produces 580
PS (572bhp), hence the serial number LP580-2 and a peak torque of 540 Nm. The car has
a top speed of 320 km/h and can go from rest to 100 km/h in 3.4 seconds, which is 0.2
seconds slower than the standard Lamborghini Huracan.
Mercedes-Maybach S600:
Marking Mercedes-Benz's sub-brand, Maybach's entry into the Indian car market, the
Mercedes-Maybach S600 is the most luxurious rendition of the S-Class you will find today
in India. While the car largely resembles the standard S-Class, Maybach S600 gets an
extended wheelbase, which is 207mm longer offering more room to the rear passengers.
Other differentiating features include Maybach logo - a double M inside an arched
triangle - on the C-pillars and a set of chrome alloy wheels. Safety offering include 12
airbags, Night View Assist Plus, 360 degree camera, Active Parking Assist, LED with
Intelligent Lighting System, Crosswind Assist, PRE-SAFE IMPULSE and Tyre Pressure
Monitoring System among several others. The car is powered by a 5980cc V12 bi-turbo
engine the churns out 523bhp and develops 830 Nm of peak torque.

